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Abstract�The paper describes a multisensorial person
identi�cation system� visual and acoustic cues are used
jointly for person identi�cation� A simple approach�
based on the fusion of the lists of scores produced inde�
pendently by a speaker recognition system and a face
recognition system� is presented� Experiments are re�
ported which show that integration of visual and acous�
tic information enhances both performance and relia�
bility of the separate systems� Finally two network ar�
chitectures� based on radial basis function theory� are
proposed to describe integration at di�erent levels of
abstraction�
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�� Introduction

This paper describes an automatic person recognition
system� which uses both acoustic features
 derived from
the analysis of a given speech signal
 and visual ones
 re�
lated to distinctive parameters of the face of the person
who uttered that speech signal� Visual and acoustic cues
are used jointly for person identication� several methods
to combine
 at di�erent levels
 the acoustic and visual in�
formation will be described� Experiments will be presented
which show the superior performance of the whole system
with respect to both the Speaker Recognition System �SRS�
and the Face Recognition System �FRS� considered sepa�
rately� The system can be used for either identication
�e�g� as an electronic concierge to recognize people in small
organizations� or verication applications �e�g� as a smart
door key to control the entrance of a house� even if
 in
our experiments
 we have stressed only the identication
function�
The SRS utilizes acoustic parameters computed from the

spectrum of short time windows of the speech signal while
the FRS is based on geometric data represented by a vector
describing discriminant facial features such as� position and
width of nose
 chin shape and so on� We have considered
di�erent ways to combine the SRS and the FRS results�
�� at the level of the outputs of the single classiers�
the list of scores �probability estimates or distances�
produced independently by the two systems can be
used in an integrated classier system �i�e� the two
sets of scores are optimally weighted and summed in
order to produce a unique nal list��

�� at the level of the measurements carried out on both
the speech and visual signals� acoustic and geometric

�This research was done within MAIA� the integrated Arti�cial
Intelligence project under development at IRST ����� ����

parameters are considered as a unique vector
 lying in
the cartesian product of the acoustic and visual spaces

which will be successively classied by a speaker spe�
cic classier� Examples of such a classier could be�
a Bayesian classier
 a MultiLayer Perceptron �MLP�
classier or a Radial Basis Function �RBF� classier�

The experiments reported in this paper are based on the
rst integration strategy� Some HyperBF network architec�
tures supporting the second integration strategy are also
described� The paper is organized as follows�

� Section � describes the overall system architecture�
� Section � presents the acoustic and visual databases�
� Section � analyzes the SRS and FRS utilized for this
work�

� Section � describes the method used in this work to
integrate the two systems� An alternative strategy

currently under investigation
 is also presented�

� Section � reports the results of the experiments�

�� System overview

The basic structure of the identication system is de�
picted in Figure �� An attention module detects changes
in the image captured by a CCD camera by using back�
ground subtraction and thresholding� Whenever a signi�
cant change in the scene is detected
 a snapping module is
activated� � This module waits until a stable scene is de�
tected �a still person staring into the camera� and check
for the satisfaction of simple constraints �mainly on the
changed area� before unlocking the separate action of the
two recognition systems� The snapped image is directly fed
to the face recognition system while the system asks the
person to utter a sequence of digits in a continuous way�
A boundary detection module
 applied to the input speech
signal
 separates the voice signal from the background noise
determining both the starting and ending times of each
voice segment and the corresponding duration� If the total
duration of the voice segments
 detected by the start�end
point detection module
 is not long enough the system asks
the user to read again the requested digits�
The outputs of the SRS and FRS are fed into an integra�

tion module whose architecture is discussed in the following
sections� The output of the integration module is sent to
the last module that identies the user�

	� Test database description

The acoustic and the visual databases consist of �� and
�� people respectively� the database used in the experi�
ments is composed of �� people
 without shaves and mous�

�We thank Dr� S� Messelodi for kindly sharing the C language
implementation of the attention and snapping module�
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Fig� �� The �ow of activation of the di�erent modules belonging
to the multisensorial identi�cation system�

tache
 belonging to both databases� Training of FRS and
SRS was performed separately for each person in the two
databases while testing �see Section �� was led on the com�
mon �� people database�

��� The acoustic database

The database consists of ���� isolated Italian digits
 from
zero to nine� Each speaker uttered ��� digits in ve
 dif�
ferent
 recording sessions� during each session the speaker
provided four repetitions of each digit� The entire database
was collected over a period of about two months� each
recording session is separated from the previous one by an
interval varying from three to �� days� The recordings were
realized in a room of our Institute by means of a Digital
Audio Tape �DAT� equipment �SONY TCD�D���� The
digital signal on the DAT tape �sampled at �� kHz� was
downsampled to �� kHz
 manually endpointed and stored
on a computer disk�

��� The visual database

The database is composed of ��� images
 four per person�
Of the four pictures available
 the rst two were taken in
the same session �at a time interval of a few minutes� while
the other pictures were taken at intervals of some weeks
�two to four�� The pictures were acquired by a CCD cam�
era at a resolution of ������� pixels as frontal views� The
subjects were asked to look into the camera but no partic�
ular e�orts were made to ensure perfectly frontal images�
The illumination was partially controlled� the same power�
ful light was used but the environment where the pictures
were acquired was exposed to sun light through windows�
The pictures were taken randomly during the day time�

The distance of the subject from the camera was xed only
approximately
 so that scale variations of as much as ���
were possible�

�� The recognition systems

In this section the SRS and the FRS used in the ex�
periments will be described� Both systems operate in two
steps�
�� a sequence of parameter vectors or a single parameter
vector are derived from the speech signal or the visual
signal respectively�

�� a matching procedure
 based on distance measures
with respect to reference models
 is applied to the in�
put parameter vectors so that each system produces
a list of scores labeled with the identier of the corre�
sponding reference model�

��� The speaker recognition system

Automatic speaker recognition is a topic which has been
widely investigated in the past years ��	
 ���	
 ��	� recently
some methods based on the same processing and model�
ing techniques used also for speech recognition have been
studied and tested ��	
 ���	�
Speaker recognition systems can be divided
 according

to the application area
 into speaker veri	cation or speaker
identi	cation systems� A speaker verication system sim�
ply controls �conrms or not� the identity claimed by a
person �e�g� before she�he accesses a reserved place or ser�
vice�� A speaker identication system has to determine who
�within a known group of people� uttered the input speech
signal� Speaker recognition systems can also be text depen

dent �i�e� the user must utter a predened key sentence� or
text independent� The major problem in speaker recogni�
tion is represented by intersession variability �variability of
the speech signal with time� due to both di�erent record�
ing or transmission conditions and to intrinsic variability
in the voice of people�
The SRS used for this work is based on Vector Quanti�

zation �VQ� and is similar to the one described in ��	� A
block diagram of this system is depicted in Figure ��
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The system measures the distances between two distinct
sets of acoustic parameters �static and dynamic� and corre�
sponding prototypes
 codebooks
 derived
 during a training
phase
 from speaker specic speech material�

�



����� Speech signal analysis

The speech signal
 sampled at �� kHz and quantized over
�� bit
 is rst preemphasized by using a digital lter having
transfer function� H�z� � � � ���� � z��� The preempha�
sized signal is analyzed every ��ms using a ��ms Hamming
window and
 for each window position
 the following pa�
rameters are computed�
�� � Mel scale cepstral coe�cients ���	 computed from
the log�energy outputs of a �� triangular band�pass
lter bank applied to the power spectrum of the given
window� these parameters are called static�

�� the corresponding rst order time derivatives
 evalu�
ated by means of a linear t over nine frames of static
parameters
 centered on the given window �these pa�
rameters are called dynamic��

����� The VQ based speaker recognition system

As seen previously the reference models of each speaker
�see Figure �� consist of two codebooks� one correspond�
ing to the static parameters and one to the dynamic ones�
The codebooks were generated by applying the Linde�Buzo�
Gray algorithm ���	 to a set of short time spectral vectors
�static or dynamic� derived from ��� digits belonging to the
rst two and half recording sessions of each speaker� This
algorithm searches for prototype vectors which minimize a
global distortion measure dened on the given training set�
A weighted Euclidean distance was used for codebook de�

sign and recognition� the weights correspond to the inverse
of the pooled variances of the components of the training
vectors averaged over all training utterances and speakers�
Therefore if �i
 �i are two parameter vectors
 their distance
is dened as�

d��i� �i� �

pX

k��

�

��k
��ik � �ik�

� ���

where ��k represents the average pooled variance of the kth

component of the parameter vector� As previously seen p

is equal to ��
During the recognition phase
 the distances �see Figure

�� between the sequences of static and dynamic vectors

obtained from the input speech signal
 and the correspond�
ing codebooks of each speaker are evaluated� Therefore
 if
� � ��� � � � � �T is the static �or dynamic� input sequence
and �j � �j� � � � � � �jM are the vectors of the jth static

�or dynamic� codebook
 then the total static �or dynamic�
distortion is dened as�

D����j� �
�

T

TX

t��

M

min
i��

d��t� �ji� ���

The static and dynamic distances are then normalized with
respect to their average values
 computed on the training
set
 and summed� Performance of the system depends on
both the acoustic resolution �i�e� the number M of vectors
in each speaker codebook� and the number L of digits con�
tained in the input signal� The average identication error
evaluated on a test set composed of ��� digits per speaker
�belonging to the last two and half recording sessions� is
��� for M � �� L � � and �� for M � ��� L � �� In
Figure � results for spectral resolutions varying from � to
�� and utterance lengths varying from � to �� digits are
reported�
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Fig� �� Error rate of the SRS
 evaluated on the whole �� speaker
test set
 as a function of the number of digits in the iput
signal� di�erent curves correspond to di�erent spectral res�
olution values�

��� The face recognition system

Recognition of people by visual cues is a basic task hu�
mans perform every day without apparent e�ort� The ease
with which we recognize familiar people from their face has
led to underestimate the di�culty of the problem� Some
extended psychophysical experiments unrevealed the fact
that even for people the recognition process requires a lot
of processing and is by no means an innate ability�
There are two main strategies for automatic face recog�

nition
 both of which can be said to mimic some of the
processes used by people�

iconic� it is based on the comparison of suitably prepro�
cessed image patches� recognition is e�ected by com�
paring �e�g� through the value of cross�correlation or
some other suitable distance measure� an unknown
image with stored templates of distinctive facial re�
gions ��	
 ���	
 ���	
 ���	
 ��	�

geometric� a set of geometric features
 describing the size
and the layout of the di�erent features in the faces

is computed and recognition proceeds by comparing
the unknown descriptive vector with a set of reference
vectors �known people� stored in a data base ���	
 ��	

��	
 ���	
 ��	
 ��	
 ��	�

Several approaches can be classied within this simple tax�
onomy and a comparison of the two basic strategies can
be found in ��	� In this paper we focus on the geometric
strategy� The reason is twofold�
�� it gives a more compact representation and guaran�
tees a high speed in the recognition process�

�� it gives an example of how good performance results
can be obtained by integrating simple �and fast� recog�
nition modules which do not have a very high perfor�
mance when considered separately�

As will be apparent from the discussion of the integra�
tion strategies
 the use of a template matching strategy ts
in a natural way� The typical way template matching pro�
ceeds is by comparison of suitably preprocessed images �or
patches of images� representing the salient features of the
face pattern� Whether the comparison is done by a suitable
distance measure or by a correlation coe�cient the result

�



Fig� �� Geometrical features �black� used in the face recogni�
tion experiments �information on the eyebrow arch is not
reported��

can be readily incorporated into the proposed system both
in alternative or conjunction with the explicitly used infor�
mation�
A set of geometrical features describing a frontal view

of a face is computed automatically through the following
steps ��	�

�� eyes are located so that the image can be normalized
both in size and rotation in the image plane ���	�

�� an average face model is used to progressively focus
the system
 in sequential way
 on the di�erent regions
of the face so that relevant feature points can be com�
puted�

�� a descriptive vector is built from the relative positions
of the feature points�

This results in the computation of �� geometrical features
�see Figure �� which can be used for recognition�

�� eyebrows thickness and vertical position at the eye
center position�

�� a coarse description of the left eyebrows arches ��
measurements��

�� nose vertical position and width�
�� mouth vertical position
 width �upper and lower lips�
and height�

�� eleven radii describing the chin shape�
�� bigonial breadth �face width at nose position��
�� zygomatic breadth �face width halfway between nose
tip and eyes��

A detailed description of the employed algorithms can
be found in ��	� Classication can then be based on a
Bayes classier� We make the simplifying assumption that
the measurements of the di�erent features share the same
Gaussian distribution for all the people apart from their
average value ��	� The covariance matrix � can then be
estimated and classication can be based ���	 on the fol�
lowing distance which is related to the probability of the

given measurement�

d�x�mj� � �x�mj�
T����x�mj� ���

The identication of an unknown vector is taken to be
that of the nearest vector in the database of known people�
The database used for the reported experiments consists of
��� vectors
 � per person
 representing the complete set of
�� geometrical features�
The performance is estimated on a round robin recog�

nition experiment where three of the available vectors are
used to compute an average representative vector while the
remaining one is used for testing� The average performance
on this database was found to be ���

�� Integration of Vision and Voice

In this section we brie�y describe methods for integrating
the two classiers into a more robust recognition system�
There are two general classes of possible architectures� the
rst is based on the integration of the output of two in�
dependent classiers
 one for voice and one for face� the
second one is based on the direct combination of voice and
face features� The rst approach is simpler and is used in
the reported integration experiments� The second method
is more speculative and could be applied in a larger scale
application�

��� Score integration

Both classiers are essentially nearest neighbor with a
suitably dened metric� As said above
 when given an un�
known input they generate a list of possible labels
 marked
with their distance from the input vector� The list is sorted
with increasing distance so that the rst element of the list
should be taken as the correct matching label� The main
di�culty in combining the results of the two classiers is
given by the inhomogeneous distances they produce� The
simplest way to x this is by inverse standard deviation
normalization� Given the two lists
 if dvi and dsi represent
the distances computed respectively by the face recognizer
and the speaker recognizer for the ith reference and ��v and
��s are the corresponding variances
 a combined distance
can be dened as

Di �
dvi
�v

�
dsi
�s

���

A natural way to look at the answer of a nearest neighbor
classier is to map it into a list of scores rather than a list
of distances� A possible mapping is�

sxi � e
�

dxi

�x ���

where x stays alternatively for Vision or Speech� This map�
ping associates to a distance a value in the interval ��� �	� In
some sense
 the higher the score the more likely correct the
correspondence is� Each list could be further normalized
by imposing the following condition�

X

i

sxi � � ���

The resulting lists could be given a Bayes interpretation

suggesting the following integration strategy in the hypoth�
esis that the two systems are independent�

Si � svi � ssi ���

�



As the two recognition systems do not have the same perfor�
mance
 it is natural to introduce a weighted merged score�

S�w�i � s
w
vi
� s

���w�
si

���

The optimal weight w can be found by maximizing the per�
formance of the integrated system on one of the available
test sets�

��� A more integrated system

A more close integration of the two recognition systems
could be made with a network which learns the relative re�
liability and discriminating power of the di�erent features�
We propose two such architectures based on HyperBF Net�
works� Before introducing the architectures
 let us brie�y
recall the basic theory of these networks in the general
framework of solving learning problems through multivari�
ate function reconstruction ���	�
Whenever the examples in a learning task are given in

numeric form learning can be seen as a problem of surface
reconstruction from sparse data �the examples�� It is fairly
evident that
 as it is
 the task of reconstructing a surface
given its value at some points is ill posed� To have a well
behaved problem some additional constraints must be im�
posed� The most important
 as far as learning is concerned

is smoothness� If the reconstructed function is required to
be smooth we are assured that generalization from available
examples is indeed possible� The assumption of smoothness
allows us to formulate a variational problem whose solution
is the surface we are looking for�

H�f 	 �

NX

i��

�yi � f�xi��
� � ���f 	 ���

where the rst term measures the distance between the
data and the desired solution f � the second term is a func�
tional re�ecting the cost associated with the deviation from
some constraint re�ecting some a priori knowledge� The
unknown function can be considered as a linear combina�
tion of the following form�

f�x� �
X

j

cjG�jx� tj jW � ����

where tj are called expansion centers and W is a square
matrix used to compute the norm of a vector �x �
tj�

TWTW �x � tj�� Function G could be
 among others

a Gaussian or a multiquadric �for a more complete intro�
duction to the theory of HyperBF Network see ���	�� The
variational problem can be solved nding the coe�cients

the centers and the metric minimizing the reconstruction
error on the available examples plus the smoothness enforc�
ing term�
The network architectures we propose for the integrated

recognition system are shown in Figure �� The underly�
ing idea is to build a set of HyperBF modules
 one per
person to be identied
 trained to reconstruct the charac�
teristic function of that person� The module is supposed
to output � on inputs corresponding to the given person
and � otherwise� Each module is trained using both pos�
itive and negative examples �competitive learning� so that
both optimal example selection and adaptive metric can be
protably used� A typical choice for the basis function in
this type of network would be the Gaussian�
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Fig� � �a�� The basic HyperBF module� �b�� A score�level in�
tegration network� �c�� A feature�level integration network�

The rst network
 see Figure �b
 is closer to the sim�
ple approach outlined above� The modules in the rst
layer represent the outputs of recognizers based on di�er�
ent types of data �such as visual
 static or dynamic acoustic
information�� The modules can be trained separately
 tak�
ing advantage of the reduced input dimensionality� The
integration is operated by the module in the second layer
which is trained
 again on a per person basis
 to maximize
its output on the vectors of the corresponding person� The
resulting network could be called a score�integration net�
work� The approach detailed in the current paper can be
seen as a simplied version of this type of network where
the rst layer is removed�

The second network
 see Figure �c
 architecture we pro�
pose is a feature�integration network� The input to the
HyperBF modules is taken to be the cartesian product of
the di�erent inputs and the module takes advantage of the
simultaneous knowledge of the available information� This
network presents a more di�cult training due to the ex�
tended input dimensionality�

�� Experiments and results

The strategy we choose to integrate the two recognition
systems has been that of score fusion� The distances given
by each of the systems have been transformed into score
lists using exponential mapping and inverse variance nor�
malization
 as explained in ����

As said previously the database used for the integra�
tion experiments consists of �� people� For each face four
lists of scores were available while for each speaker and
for each utterance length
 varying from one to six digits

we randomly selected eight lists of scores from those cor�
responding to codebook sizes equal to four� In this way
a total of �� integration experiments could be performed
for each person and for each input utterance length �from
one to six digits�� One of these �� sets of score lists was
used to estimate the optimal integration weight �see Fig�
ure �� while performance was measured on the remaining
sets� A useful data on the robustness of the classication
is given by an estimate of the intra�class variability as op�
posed to the inter�class variability� This can be done using

�



the so called Min�Max ratio �see ���	
 ���	� which is dened
as the minimum distance on a wrong correspondence over
the maximum distance from the correct correspondence�
To estimate the optimal weighting factor the interval ��� �	

representing the weight of the FRS
 was evenly sampled
and the value maximizing the performance was chosen �ties
were resolved by maximizing the Min�Max ratio�� The
performance of the SRS
 FRS and integrated systems are
quantied by�

�� the average performance �Figure ���
�� the Min�Max ratio �Figure ���

The analysis of this integrated performance �see Figure ��
shows that
 even with the simple integration scheme
 nearly
perfect recognition is achieved� The performance of the
FRS is ��� while that of the SRS
 using di�erent speaker
models
 varies from ��� to ����� the performance of the
integrated system
 using the less complex speaker model is
already up to ��� and achieves ���� with a speaker model
of low complexity� Further benets of integration are evi�
dent in Figure �
 where the Min�Max ratio
 which repre�
sents an estimate of the average separation among classes

is plotted� The increased class separation of the integrated
system
 as measured by the Min�Max ratio
 suggests that
rejection can be introduced with a more limited impact on
performance if compared to the two independent systems�
The curves in Figure � represent the performance of the in�
tegrated system as a function of the weight used to merge
the scores� as can be seen the performance is a smooth
function of the weight� this means that the the system is
not very sensitive to the weighting factor� As it could be
easily anticipated from the performance of the two di�erent
systems
 the optimal combining weight shifts from a vision
dominance at a low number of digits toward a voice domi�
nance at an high number of digits� The same result would
be reached passing from lower to higher spectral resolutions
of the SRS�
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Fig� �� Performanceof the FRS �horizontal line� and of both the
SRS and the integrated system versus the number of digits
in the input speech signal� the spectral resolution of the SRS
is �� the vertical bars represent the standard deviation of the
measured quantity�
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Fig� �� Min	Max ratio of the FRS
 SRS and integrated system
�these last two are functions of the number of digits in the
input speech signal�� the spectral resolution of the SRS is
�� the vertical bars represent the standard deviation of the
measured quantity�
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Fig� �� Performance of the integrated system as a function of the
weight assigned to the FRS using a score level integration
method� di�erent curves correspond to di�erent number of
digits in the input speech signal� The spectral resolution of
the SRS is ��

�� Conclusions

In this paper the superior performance which can be
attained by using multisensorial input has been demon�
strated� Integration of two recognizing systems
 based on
speech and vision respectively
 greatly increases the per�
formance reaching state of the art with a low to moderate
complexity in the constituent systems� Finally some specu�
lative network architectures for integration have been pro�
posed for use on larger databases which actually requires
computationally expensive recognition systems� A system
based on the described integration strategy and working
in an uncontrolled environment is currently under evalua�
tion� preliminary results suggest that the use of multiple
identication cues has a major impact not only on absolute

�



performance but also on the ability of the system to reject
an unknown user�
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